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IAȘI 
E' una città universitaria della Romania

orientale, confinante con la Moldavia. Nel
centro della città sorge la maestosa
Cattedrale metropolitana di Santa

Parascheva, una chiesa ortodossa del XIX
secolo in stile rinascimentale italiano.

Nelle vicinanze si trova la Chiesa dei Tre
Gerarchi, dagli esterni decorati con

delicate sculture in pietra in stile moresco.
Il Palazzo della Cultura, ampio edificio in

stile neogotico, è circondato dai
curatissimi giardini del Palas Park.

 



Concerning the Education System the Italian State establishes the general standards which everykind of school has
to comply with, in order to ensure an equal access to education and a qualityservice to all the citizens.Preschool
(Nursery School and Kindergarten) is part of the Integrated System of Education and it isopen to all the children

from their birth to the age of 6. Kindergartens represent the first step in theChildren’s Education, it lasts 3 years, it is
not compulsory and it is open to children from 3 to 6years old. Preschool contributes to the emotional, cognitive,

psychomotor, moral and socialdevelopment of children by promoting their potential in the relationships, autonomy,
creativity andlearning. Moreover it aims at ensuring effective quality and educational opportunities.The 2012
National Guidelines set goals for the development of the children’s competence in each ofthe five ‘Fields of

Experience’, which the kindergarten is based on:-The other and the Self-The body and the physical activities-Images,
sounds and colorsWords and Speeches-The knowledge of the world.Each field of experience offers situations images

and languages referring to the symbolic systems ofour culture, capable of stimulating and accompanying the
children’s learning making themgradually more and more confident.The National Guidelines of 2012 were updated
in 2018 with the prevision of ‘New Scenarios’which place special emphasis on citizenship and sustainability as the

Recommendations of theEuropean Parliament and the EU Council require and according to the goals set out by the
Agenda2030.Our Preschools are part of the State Institute ‘Bartolomeo Sestini’ in Agliana (Pt) and it perfectlyfollows
what said above, by adopting innovative teaching methodologies in order to make schoolmore and more relevant,

inclusive and coherent to the children’s needs. This is explicated by thedesign of learning units which are shared with
the other orders of schools of our institute. Mainly inour kindergartens we use wokshops methodologies which allow

the children to learn by doing: theywork with their hands and the natural elements and with technology and
multimedia devices, too.Furthermore it is very important to us also the outdoor activity, which stimulates the

learning with physical exercises surrounded by nature.

Primi passi per far conoscere la scuola italiana



2 july 23 
Arrivate...l'avventura inizia da qui!



3 july 2023 

EuroEd...lavori
in corso

Testo del paragrafo

https://youtu.be/ZTeN1qVtUrI



Partecipatory Pedagogies in
Childhood Eduction

-What is partecipatory pedagogy?
-Examples of partecipatory

pedagogy:
(Hight Scope, Reggio Emilia

approach, Montessori approach ,
MEM Portugal approach

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cooperative, laboratories,
innovation



Pedagogia Olistica

Metodo Montessori 
Approcci

pedagogici

Metodo Reggio
Emilia 

High Scope

The
Modern school movement 



4 july 2023
Principles of Holistic Pedagogy:wholeness,
interconnectedness,inclusion,and balance

The child as a whole and the role of professionals

Child Holistic approach
1.

2.



5 july 23

Pratical aspetta of
documentati in (How, When
and where to document?)
-What is pedagogical
documentatio?
-Characteristics of
pedagogical documentation
-Reconstruction of children’s
image through pedagogical
documentation 
-Ethical principi ed in
pedagogical documentation

 



Creting Children Portfolio
why create children's Portfolio 

Roles of the educatori,
Children,and parent

children portfolio as and inserimento ti supporto educatori Plan for
further learning

Requirements forca Digital Portfolio management system
 

06 - 07 july 23



07 july 23 child's portfolio

teacher's portfolio

what is portfolio?
what is the

purpose of a
portfolio?

how to organize a
portfolio?





grazie per l'attenzione
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e Claudia
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Inizia la sperimentazione...

Portugal
romania

Italia
ireland


